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Experimental Verification of Nondiffracting X Waves
Jian-yu Lu, Member, IEEE and James F. Greenleaf, Fellow, IEEE

AbstrncbThe authors have embedded descriptions for localized noudiffracting waves such as Duruiu's wave in a generalized
family of exact solutions to the isntmpicihomogeneous wave
equation. The first experimental pmdnctiou of acoustic forms
of a subset of these solutions that the authors term, "X waves"
are reported. Our generalized expression includes a term for the
frequency response of the system and parameters for varying
depth of field versus beam width of the resulting family of
beams. Excellent agreement between theoretical predictions and
experiment was obtained. An X wave of finite apertnre driven
with realizable (causal, fiuite energy) pulses travels with a large
depth of field (nondiffracting length).

We have recently discovered families of generalzed nondiffracting solutions of the free-space scalar wave equation
[27]. One subset of these solutions represents waves that have
X-llke shapes in a plane along the axls of the waves and
we term them "X waves" [27]. The nondiffracting X waves
propagate without changing their waveforms in both space and
time provided they are produced by an infinite aperture. Even
m t h finite aperture, nearly exact X waves can be reallzed m t h
either broadband or band-hmlted radiators over deep depth of
field (nondiffracting distance). In comparison with Durnin's
beam [ I l l , X waves contain multlple frequencies and are
localized in both space and time. X waves are nondiffractmg in
I. INTRODUCTION
nature and have a constant peak amplitude as they propagate.
[2],
HE PROPAGATION of acoustic waves in rsotropicihomo- This 1s different from Brittmgham's [I] and Ziolkowsk~'~
[3]
localized
waves
that
recover
their
amplitude
perlod~cally
geneous media and electromagnetic waves in free space is
governed by the isotropic/homogeneous (or free space) scalar or aperiodically.
In this paper, we report the experimental production of
wave equation. The first localized solution of the free-space
scalar wave eqnation was d~scoveredby J. N. Brittingham an axially symmetric acoustlc X wave and compare it with
in 1983 and was called a focus wave mode [I]. In 1985, computer simulations.
R. W Z~olkowsla d~scovered a new localized solution of
the free-space scalar wave equation and found a wav to
construct new solutions from thi? localized solulion by Laplace
~h~ isotroplcihomogeneons scalar wave equation in cylintransform [2]. In 1989, a localized solution uslng the so- firic,ll mnrrlinn+pq
oivpn hv
--"
",
called modified power spectrum was constructed and the
1 a2
a2
predicted locallzed wave was experimentally realized through
acoustical superposition 131. These locallzed solutions were
further studied by several investigators [41-[lo].
represents radial coordinate, 4 is the
The first nondlffractlng beam that was an exact solution where r =
azimuthal
angle,
3 is the axial axis, wh~chIS perpendicular to
of the free-space scalar wave equahon was discovered by J.
Durnin in 1987 [Ill. A finite aperture approximation of this the plane defined by r and 4, t is the time, c. 1s the speed of
beam was expressed in continuous wave form and was realized sound, and @ represents acoustic pressure that 1s a function of
by optical experiments (treating the scalar amplitude of one r, 4, z, and t One of the families of generalized solutions of
transverse component o l eilher thc electrical or magnetic field (1) discovered recently by us [27] is of the form
as the solution of the scalar wave equation) [12]. Durnm's
beams were further studied in optics in a number of papers
[13]-[19]. Hsu et ul. [20] realized a Jo Bessel beam wlth a
narrow-band PZT ceramic ultrasonic transducer of nonuniform
poling. We made the first Jo Bessel annular array transducer where
1211 using a PZT ceramlc/polymer composite and applied
~t to medical acoustlc lmaglng and tissue characterzation
[22]-[25]. Campbell et al. had a similar idea to use an annular and where
array Lo realize a Jo Bessel beam and compared the Jo Bessel
beam to the Axicon [26]
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where T ( k ) can be any complex function (well behaved) of
k ( k = w l c is a wave number and w is angular frequency)
and could Include the frequency response of an acoustic
transducer. A(8) 1s any complex function (well behaved) of
8 and represents a weighting funct~onof the integration with
respect to 8, which is the angle around the aperture of the
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111. SDLLILATIONS
AND EXPERIMENTS
transducer, f(s) 1s any complex funct~on(well behaved) of
3, ruo(k,C) is any complex function of k and C,b ( k , f ) is any
w e demonstrate the feasibility of producing a zeroth-order
and C, and
and C (O < C < x / 2 ) (axially symmemc), band-limited X wave with a finite aperture
are parameters that are independent of the spatial and time and causal
pulses by comparjng
beam simulatiuns
variables ( T , 4, z, and t ) of Qc(s).
of a physical ultrasonic transducer to measurements of its
I£ c l ( k ,C ) in (3) is real and independent of the wave number,
beam.
k, G c ( s ) in (2) represents a family of complex waves that are
nondispersive, the peak of which will travel with speed cl in A. Simulatrons
isotrapic/homogeneous media without changing wave shape in
Panels (1) and (2) in Fig. 1 present computer simulations
either transverse or axial directions. This means that the waves
of
the zeroth-order, band-llmited, and finite-aperture X wave
represented by (2) are nondiffractmg, i e ,both the phase and
pressure
distributions (n = 0 in ( 6 ) ) at distances z =I70
amplitude of the complex wave are kept unchanged in space
mm
and
340 mm, respecfively, away from the surface of a
and time as the wave propagates.
50-mm
diameter
transducer. The simulations were performed
Although the peak of the wave travels with speed cl,which
using
the
RayleighSommerfeld
formulation of diffraction
is greater than the speed of sound c,the individual components
[28]
and
an
exact
X
wave
shading.
The transmitting transfer
d o not travel faster than c nor do the wave fronts in the
B
(
k
)
in
(6)
was approximated with
function
of
the
transducer
realizable finite aperture case. More detailed discussion of the
a
Blackman
widow
function
[29]
peaked
at 2.5 MHz wlth
wave peak speed, c ~is, reported in [271.
-6-dB
bandwidth
around
2.1
MHz
with
the
following form:
rf in (2), we let f(s) = e5, A(8) = zneZn8,ao(k,C) =
z k s i n b , b(k,C) = zkcosC, T ( k ) = aoeCa0< and use the
"-" term in (3), we obtain the nth order forward going (along
7rk
- 0.5 cos - + 0.08cos
positive z direct~on)broadband n o n e a c t i n g X wave [27]:
, 0 5 k 5 2ko
ko
a0(rsin C)nezn@
otherwise
Q X B B ,=
, ( n = 0, 1, 2 ,...) (5)

a(.+
a)"

2

+

where subscript BB means broadband, M = ( T sln C )
T
'
,
and where r = [ao - z(z cos C - c t ) ] , and ao > 0 is a
constant. Bocause T ( k ) is free to choose, it can be used
to represent band-limited waves. For instance, if T ( k ) =
B(k)eca", where B ( k ) is any band-limited complex function
(well-behaved) that represents a system transfer function of a
practical transducer, we obtain the nth order band-limited X
waves [27]:

(8)

where ko = 2rfolc and fo =2.5 MHz. For the simulations
we used a broadband X wave pressure pulse drive over the
50-mm aperture of the transducer.

B. Experiments

Correspunding to the simulations, Panels (3) and (4) in
Fig. 1 show the experimentally measured pressure waves
at distances z = 170 mm and 340 mm, respectively. The
experimental transducer used to produce the X waves was
an annular array transducer made of PZT ceramic/polymer
composite
and had annular rings cut on the lobes of a Jo
where the subscript BL represents "band-limited," the symbol
Bessel
function
[21], [22]. The transducer has 10 elements with
* denotes the time convolution and 3 - I represents the inverse
a
maximum
diameter
of 50 mm and had a central frequency
Fourier transform.
of
2.5
MHz.
Its
-6-dB
pulse-echo bandwidth is about 50%
The X waves ((5) and (6)) travel to infinite distance at speed
of
the
cenfral
frequency.
The panel size of Fig. 1 is 25 mm
of c/cos[ in isotropic/homogeneous media (or free space)
x
1
0
mm,
and
the
parameters
ao and C are 0.05 mm and 4',
without changing shape in any direction, provided that they
respectively.
The
linear
analytic
envelope of the real part of
are produced by an infinite aperture. For n = 0 (zeroth order),
X
waves
is
displayed.
the
one obtains axially symmetric X waves, GXBB" and Q x a ~. ,
The experiment was done as follows. A block diagram
In practical applications, causal, finite bandwidth signals,
and k i t e apertures must be used to approximate the theo- of the experimental system for producing acoustic zeroth
retical results of (5) and (6). In this case, the X waves are order (axially symmetric) X waves 1s shown in Fig. 2. A
nondiffracting over a finite distance (-6-dB depth of field) polynomial waveform synthesizer (Model 2045) was used to
generate 10 broadband X wave drive functions for the 10
that is given by [27]:
transducer elements. The broadband X wave drive functions
were calculated from the real part of (5) with both n and
z set to zero. The radius r used for the calculation of the
where D is the diameter of the aperture. For the zeroth- pulse for each ring was the average radius of each transducer
order broadband X wave, the -6-dB lateral (BWL)and axial element [21], and the drive function was truncated at +5 ps
( B W A )beam widths of IQxo* I are; B W L = 2fiao/lsinC1 (see Fig 3). The X wave drive pulses were amplified by an
and BWA = 2fiao/JcosCl, [27. The subscripts L and A RF power amplifier with its output coupled through a 16:l
impedance reduction transformer to improve the fidelity of
mean "lateral" and "axial," respectively.
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Fig. 1. Pancis (I) and (2):C6mpuiet M a t i o m of Lhe rtmYhordcr (n = 0) band-Umitsd X w e at dk~ncear =170mm and 340
mm, nspeuhvely, awayf~omthe&@I .?
of aSOmm-dEameterWnsdueer An exact X whvu apedimshag andabMdbandXwave
pdsc drive of the transducer were asmmcd. The transmining transfm limotion of the transducer was assumed to be Lhe Blackman
wisdow function pealted at 25
. MBz and with --&dB bandwidth mud 21MHx (see (a)), Paneis (33 and (4): Experimental naulls

~~

that consspond to the
b (1) and (2). rwpeetiveb. A IB~IEIu~%50-mm&ctcr,
25-MHz em@ h ~ w y P, h
ccraraidpolymer Coat&
Jo Bwel lronSd0c.aPIT, (221 with a - 6 - d B p u h h o bandwidth abguf 56% efthe e d b q o m c y
was Wd Tke ppanel she is 25 mu x la mm, and the fmameeters ao and are 0.05 mm and 4O, respectiWly. b e a r analytic
envelop8 of tk real pan of Lhc X wdve is displayed in all paneb.

<

the drive w9vefom. The. twmduoer was excifed one a d u s
at a time md the acoustic waves were measured in water in a
plane along the axis of the transducer with a 0.5imm diameter
d i l a t e d hydrophone and digitized at 40 msgmamples/s. The
measured RF signals produced by the 10 transflumr elements
were summed. Ex&ation of the transducer and acquisition of
data were splrcbrdnized to the s m of the hydrophone and
were controlled by a mhicomguter.
Fig. 4 shows the lateral (Figs. 4(alj and (a7.) and axial
(Figs. 4(a?i) and (a4)) beam plots of the X waves in Fig. 1
at distaneeS B = 170 mm (Figs. qa1) and (&I) add 340
m m (Figs. 4@) and (a4)). We simulated the experimental
piecewise X wave qertwe by dividing the tramduoer i u t ~10
annuli m s p o n d i n g fo the annula cuts of the experimental
twmdoea. ?Pie annuli wepe driven wirb the same 10 broadband X wave drive functiw used for the expainlenr. Fig.
4(b) s h w s calculated peak magoiludes of the fL wave along
the axial miis a of the transducer, fmm 10 mni ro 700 mm.
The * symbol represents the paints whim the ZE waTe prof'%%
were measured exp&mtally.
Fig. 4 sbovs that the X wave has a -&dB depth of field
of a b m 349 mm (dotted h e in Fig. 4@)). The -&dB depth

Wig. 2 Bl6ck dia@& of aeoustia &mldmi8nof thezemth-ozder @ixinUy
synmctrie) X wme.

af W d calculated from the Beoretical predication, 2- fn
(7)" is about 358 mra, which is very close to what we
simulated and measwed (see Fig. 4(b)). The -&dB lateral
and axial beam widths of the experimental band-limited X
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Fig. 3. Ten electrical waveforms (obtained from (5)when hoth n and z were set to zero) for driving the Len elements of the acoustic
annular array transducer to produce the piecewise approximated X wave. The waveforms are calculated with radii r equal to thc
average radius of each element. The waveforms aie truncated at 5 5 p s . (OH9) are drive functions far transducer elements from
inncmast lo outmosl, respcaivbly, and are normalized to the amplitude of the drive function in (0).

wave (2 5-MHz central frequency) are about 4.7 mm and 0.65
mm, respectively, throughout the depth of field. The Rayleigh
distance of an unfocused Gaussian beam with the same -6-dB
lateral beam w~dthis only about 28.9 mm at a frequency of
2.5 MHz in water even if it is produced by an infimte aperture!
A general description of nondiffracting and diffracting beams
and the relationship among aperture size, lateral beam width

and the depth of field of beams is given in [30].
The high peak pressure of theX wave near the surface of the
transducer resulted from the piecewise approximation of the
transducer aperture (10 annular elements in our experiment)
and was predicted by the simulation (see dashed llne in Fig.
4@)). Although the X wave has a narrow lateral beamw~dth
through its peak (wave center), it has X branches (see Fig. 1)
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that can be treated as sidelobes in imaging. The effects of the X
branches in imaging could be reduced by using a combination
of X wave transmlttlng and conventional dynamlc spherically
focused rece~ving,which could produce high resolution, highcontrast pulse-echo imaging at high frame rate within the large
depth of field of the X wave. More discussion on s~delobesof
X waves are found in [27], [30].
The experimentally measured values agree closely with the
simulation results (Figs. 1 and 2). The X wave is almost
exactly realized over a large depth of field. This demonstrates
that although the exact nondiffracting X waves ((5) and (6))
may not be physically realizable (not causal and do not have
filute total energy [27]), they can be well appmximated with
fin~teaperture physlcal dev~cesand with causal pressure pulses
1271 (truncated at 4 5 ws relative to the peak of the wave in
our experments) over a large distance (of course, the finite
aperture device produces a finite depth of nondiffraction).
As with the .Jo Bessel beam, X waves could be appl~edto
acoustic imaging and tlssue characterization [21]-[25]. As wlth
Ziolkowski's locallzed waves [7], X waves could be used for
electromagnetic energy transmission, private communication
and military systems, etc.

IV. CONGLUSION
We have discovered a novel family of nondiffracting waves.
We call one subset of this family "X waves" because they
have X-l~keshapes in a plane along their wave axis. A zeroth
order acoustic X wave (axially symmetric) was expenmentally produced with an acoustic annular array transducer. The
experimental results matched theoretical predictions.
Like Durnin's beams [ll], X waves could find applications
in acoustic imaging for increasrng depth of field [21], [22],
[24], [25]. Tissue character~zationcould be simplified without
the need for diffraction compensation due to beam spreading
[23]. X waves could also have applrcat~onsin electromagnetic
energy transmission [7].

The authors apprec~ate the help of Thomas M. Kinter
m developing software for data acquisitions. The authom
also appreciate the help of Randall R. Kinnick m making
transformers to drive the transducer. The authors appreciate
the secretarial assistance of Ela~neC. Quame and the graphic
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